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Which challenges does a unified NIM + IDS deployment meet? (Select two.) 

A. Reducing false positives 
B. Managing remediation and patch deployment 
C. Managing antivirus signature updates for ProCurve NIM 
D. Dropping threats as they travel into a secure part of the network 
E. Minimizing the overhead caused by mirroring through the dynamic activation of 
mirrors 

Answer: A, E 

QUESTION: 75
 
Which report can only be generated manually?
 

A. Security Alert 
B. Policy by Action 
C. Network Activity by IP Range 
D. Alert Distribution by Device and Offender IP 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 76 
In the PCM+ Event History, you see that a device is triggering IPOption protocol 
anomalies. What is a probable cause? 

A. A misconfigured device 
B. A device that is spoofing its address 
C. A device that is launching a DNS tunneling attack 
D. A device that is experiencing a high degree of activity 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 77
 
Which threat detection method compares traffic to a baseline of normal activity?
 

A. Host-based 
B. User-based 
C. Anomaly-based 
D. Signature-based 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 78
 
Which type of Protocol Anomaly typically indicates a DoS attack?
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A. IP Protocol Anomaly 
B. TCP Protocol Anomaly 
C. UDP Protocol Anomaly 
D. GRE Protocol Anomaly 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 79
 
What is required when creating external alerts?
 

A. You must configure the trap OID, but not the IDS IP address. 
B. You must configure both the trap OID and the IDS IP address. 
C. You must configure the number of events within a set time window that will trigger 
the alert. 
D. You must choose between configuring the alert to match threats of a particular 
severity or of a particular type. 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 80 
What are reasons to periodically return to the Analysis step of the network immunity 
lifecycle? (Select two.) 

A. To conduct a complete regulatory compliance audit 
B. To assess the baseline constructed by ProCurve NIM 
C. To look for alerts that might require a more effective response 
D. To gather information to support proof of regulatory compliance 
E. To look for possible intrusion attempts based on the resources that users access 

Answer: C, D 

QUESTION: 81
 
Your policy specifies two alerts. When does the policy execute?
 

A. When either of the alerts is triggered 
B. When both of the alerts are triggered in the indicated order 
C. When both of the alerts are triggered within a certain time of each other 
D. When either or both of the alerts are triggered; depending on the OR or AND 
statement 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 82 
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You want to check on how a new policy is functioning. Which report gives you 
information about a particular policy? 

A. Actions by Policy 
B. Executed Policies 
C. Automation History 
D. Network Activity by Offender IP Range 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 83
 
Where in PCM+ can you view a graph of the number of alerts received over time?
 

A. Dashboard tab 
B. Security heat map 
C. Security Activity --> Alerts tab 
D. Security Activity --> Offenders tab 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 84 
You are troubleshooting a NIM + IDS deployment. You have checked the IDS, and it is 
detecting threats. However, ProCurve NIM is not registering external alerts. What is a 
possible cause of this problem? 

A. External alerts are not enabled in PCM+ Preferences. 
B. The time or location in the NIM security policy is misconfigured. 
C. The SNMP trap community on the IDS is set to the wrong name. 
D. In PCM+ Preferences, configuration changes are disabled (the global safety is on). 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 85 
What is one way to determine whether you need to configure a policy to deal with 
unaddressed alerts? 

A. In Policy Manager, double-click the name of an alert. 
B. In Policy Activity, click History tab; sort by the Status column. 
C. In Security Activity, click Alerts tab; select the No checkbox under Invoked Action. 
D. In Security Activity, click Actions tab; select the No checkbox under Completed 
Action. 

Answer: C 
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QUESTION: 86 
You want to print out an Automation (Policy) History, in which you can easily see all 
the alerts triggered on the same device. What should you do? 

A. Set the Sort by setting in the Report Wizard to Alert #. 
B. Set the Sort by setting in the Report Wizard to Source. 
C. In the Policy Activity, click the History tab; click the Alert # column; click the Print 
button. 
D. In the Policy Activity, click the History tab; click the Source column; click the Print 
button. 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 87
 
Which statement is true about the threat mitigation capabilities of ProCurve NIM?
 

A. NIM can mitigate threats from wired offenders, but not wireless offenders. 
B. NIM can apply a threat mitigation action to supported infrastructure devices. 
C. NIM can mitigate threats detected by NBAD, but must only log other threats. 
D. NIM can detect threats but relies on an Intrustion Prevention System (IPS) to 
mitigate them. 

Answer: B 
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